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Wave-vector-dependent exchange splitting in a local moment system
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The electronic structure of strained thin films of Gd has been studied with spin- and angle-resolved photo-
emission and spin-polarized inverse photoemission. The spin-dependent electronic structure is dominated by a
very distinct k dependence of the exchange splitting. The surface magnetic structure is observed to be different
from that of the bulk, as indicated by the different electronic structure and a much higher surface Curie
temperature. The 4% strain within the Gd films results in an enhanced Curie temperature.
@S0163-1829~98!06435-2#
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been postulated that the magnetic coupling1–4 and
exchange splitting5–13 are wave-vector dependent, although
no direct experimental evidence has been provided to date to
confirm this proposal in an elemental system. Indirect affir-
mation for k-dependent exchange splitting has been provided
for Gd~0001!,12–14 Ni,15,16 Fe,17,18 and Co.19 Gadolinium is a
ferromagnet where spin-spin coupling ~dipole-dipole interac-
tions! is generally considered to be strong, while spin-orbit
interactions are expected to be weak, because of the half-
filled 4 f shell. Crystal-field effects may couple the dipole to
the lattice, leading to some crystalline anisotropy. Nonethe-
less, because of the strong dipole coupling, gadolinium is
less likely than transition-metal ferromagnetic systems to ex-
hibit a wave-vector-dependent exchange splitting. Many
have come to expect to observe a pronounced wave-vector
dependence of the exchange splitting primarily in compound
systems where the lattice contains atoms with both small and
large moments in an ordered array; such is the case of cobalt
with chemisorbed oxygen20 or the rare-earth pnictides21 but
not in local moment elemental systems. In reality, this desire
for simplicity really has no foundation in band structure.
While a number of studies22–24 find a largely Stoner-like
temperature dependence of the exchange splitting for
Gd~0001!, and one such study22 suggested that the exchange
splitting was wave-vector independent, there is no a priori
basis for either conclusion. Finite temperature band-structure
calculations5 suggest that the exchange splitting in gado-
linium is, in fact, wave-vector dependent. Further, gado-
linium is expected to be an example of wave-vector-
dependent coupling.2–4
The temperature dependence of the gadolinium band
structure is dominated by the interplay between Stoner-like
ferromagnetism where the exchange splitting collapses to
zero at TC and spin-mixing behavior where there are four
subbands whose populations tend towards equal weight at TC
but the binding energies do not shift with
temperature.5,12,25,26 The magnetic structure of gadolinium is
strongly influenced by the intra-atomic 4 f -(5d ,6s) wave-
function overlap and 5d ,6s itinerancy.14 Expansive strain
within the hexagonal closed-packed system substantially al-
ters the electronic and magnetic valence-band structure.27
The strain should result in increased electron localization of
the itinerant 5d ,6s valence electrons14,27,28 and possibly in-
crease the Curie temperature.29,30 With this in mind, we stud-
ied the wave-vector dependence of the spin-resolved band
structure of strained thin films of Gd ~Ref. 27! with spin- and
angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy.
II. EXPERIMENT
Strained thin films of gadolinium with an increased lattice
constant of approximately 4% as compared to Gd~0001!, and
a well ordered hexagonal surface unit cell were obtained by
growing Gd on the corrugated surface of Mo~112!.27 The
wave-vector-dependent electronic structure of Gd films of 15
to 40 monolayers ~ML! thickness was studied in a UHV
system at the new U5UA undulator beamline at the National
Synchrotron Light Source ~NSLS! at the Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory,31 using a spin- and angle-resolved photo-
emission analyzer, as described in detail elsewhere.32 The Gd
films were magnetized in-plane along the substrate corruga-
tion lines and spin-polarized photoemission spectra were ac-
quired in remanence using photons of 35.2 eV, incident at an
angle of 65 ° relative to the surface normal. The combined
energy and angular resolution were better than 0.15 eV and
61 °, respectively. The surface and bulk character of the Gd
bands has been determined from chemisorption studies and
photon energy dependence, while the symmetry of the bands
has been ascertained from the light polarization dependence
studies as described in detail elsewhere.27
The spin-polarized inverse photoemission experiments
were undertaken with a transversely polarized spin electron
gun based upon the Ciccacci design.33 The spin electron gun
was designed in a compact form on a separate chamber
equipped with an iodine based Geiger-Mu¨ller isochromat
photo detector.34,35 The spin-polarized electrons were emit-
ted from a GaAs photocathode into a spin-rotator33,36,37 and
subsequently to the electron optics.33,36–38 The direction of
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electron polarization is in the plane of the sample for all
incidence angles, as is the applied field, and spectra were
obtained at remanence. The GaAs photocathode was
mounted on a sample transfer arm separated from the spec-
troscopy chamber by a gate valve so that cleaning of both the
Mo~112! substrate and the GaAs photocathode could be ac-
complished without cross contamination.
Moke studies were undertaken to obtain the hysteresis
loop of the in-plane magnetization. A SpetraPhysics 117a 1.0
mW He-Ne laser (l5632.8 nm), chopped at a frequency of
1 kHz and linearly polarized, was used. As seen in Fig. 1, the
coercivity of the strained Gd~0001! films ~10 ML in this
example! is about 30 Oe. Both the spin-polarized photoemis-
sion and spin-polarized inverse photoemission are under-
taken in remanence, and since the applied pulsing fields are
in excess of 300 Oe, the films are clearly saturated after each
pulse. Remanence is seen to be quite high ~Fig. 1!. Instru-
mental asymmetry in the electron spectroscopies has been
removed by alternating the direction of the field after each
sweep of electron energy analyzer ~spin-polarized photo-
emission! or the electron gun energy ~spin-polarized inverse
photoemission! and summing appropriately to form the spec-
tra.
III. THE INFLUENCE OF STRAIN ON THE SPIN-
POLARIZED BAND STRUCTURE OF Gd0001
Strained thin films of gadolinium with an increased lattice
constant of about 4% as compared to Gd~0001! have been
obtained by growing Gd on the corrugated surface of
Mo~112!. The growth, structure, and spin-integrated elec-
tronic structure of these strained gadolinium films have been
described at great length.27 Ultrathin (3,d,10 ML) and
thin (d.10 ML) films of Gd order in well defined rectan-
gular and hexagonal surface unit cells, which resemble
strained Gd(101¯2) and strained Gd~0001!, respectively.27
The influence of strain on the spin-polarized electronic
structure of Gd is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the combination
of normal-emission spin-polarized photoemission spectra
and normal incidence (G¯ ) spin-polarized inverse photoemis-
sion were taken for strained @Gd on Mo~112!# and unstrained
@Gd on W~110!# Gd~0001! at k i50 or G¯ . The ‘‘unstrained’’
Gd~0001! spin-polarized inverse photoemission data in Fig.
2 were adopted from Donath and co-workers.39 Both the oc-
cupied and unoccupied bands of the strained Gd~0001! films
grown on Mo~112! are distinct from that of the relaxed films
grown on W~110!.
The unstrained Gd~0001! valence band at the Brillouin-
zone center (G¯ ) is characterized by Stoner-like exchange
split 5d bulk bands22,25 at binding energies of approximately
1.5 ~majority! and 0.8 eV ~minority! and two sets of spin-
majority and -minority subbands of the surface on either side
of the Fermi level.23,25,39–41 There is also a pair of exchange
split unoccupied bulk bands observed well above the Fermi
level.39
In the strained Gd films, the 5d ,6s occupied bulk spin-
majority and -minority subbands are found at approximately
1.8 eV binding energy at G¯ , with negligible Stoner-like ex-
change splitting. These bulk bands change symmetry from
D1 ,D2 (5dz22r2,6s) for unstrained Gd~0001! on W~110! to
D5 ,D6 at G¯ with the 4% expansive strain on Mo~112!.27
There are other bands, with at least some bulk character, both
near and well above the Fermi level, as indicated in Fig. 2.
The narrow surface state near the Fermi level of the un-
strained Gd~0001! is also shifted towards higher binding en-
ergy and appears substantially broadened with expansive
strain. For ‘‘unstrained’’ Gd~001! grown on W~110!, the oc-
cupied predominantly spin-mixed majority 5dz22r2,6s sur-
face state is located at approximately 0.1 eV below EF ~Figs.
2 and 3! and the unoccupied minority counter part of the
surface state at approximately 0.3 eV above the Fermi level39
~Fig. 2!, though the binding energy of the various compo-
FIG. 1. The in-plane hysteresis loop of a 10-ML-thick film of
strained gadolinium grown on Mo~112!. The magneto-optic Kerr
effect hysteresis loop was taken at 130 K.
FIG. 2. Spin-polarized photoemission spectra ~left! and spin-
polarized inverse photoemission ~right! for Gd~0001! on W~110!
~unstrained! and Gd~0001! on Mo~112! ~strained! at k i50 or G¯ and
approximately 145 K. The lines schematically indicate the binding-
energy shifts of the surface ~dashed! and bulk ~solid! spin subbands
as a function of increased expansive strain. The spin-polarized in-
verse photoemission spectra for unstrained Gd~0001! grown on
W~110! are taken from Ref. 39.
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nents of the surface state is dependent on temperature well
away from TC .23,39,42 In the valence band of the strained
Gd~0001! films grown on Mo~112!, there are three features
near the Fermi level ~0–1 eV binding energy!. Two features,
the spin-majority state at 0.7 eV below EF and the spin-
minority state at 0.2 eV binding energy ~though this band
may possibly cross over the Fermi level! are the exchange
split surface bands. The surface character of these two states
has been verified by their sensitivity to small amounts of
adsorbates and their two-dimensionality of state. Both
surface-sensitive features do not disperse with changing per-
pendicular momentum27 and are therefore confined to the
two-dimensional plane at the surface. Expansive strain
within the Gd films induces a ‘‘downward’’ shift of the un-
occupied surface state across the Fermi level but without the
symmetry change that occurs with strain for the bulk bands.
There is a third feature in the valence-band region near EF
for strained Gd~0001! grown on Mo~112!. This is an addi-
tional bulk band of majority character, located at approxi-
mately 0.4 eV binding energy at T/TC
B,0.7. This bulk band
may also actually trail across the Fermi level to the unoccu-
pied side and this is certainly suggested by the spin-polarized
inverse photoemission spectra ~Fig. 2!, though it is by no
means conclusive. ~Such a straddling across the Fermi level
of this spin-majority bulk band would act to cancel some of
the net polarization of the spin-minority surface state that
also may cross the Fermi level, thus leading to little net
polarization in our spin-polarized inverse spectra, as ob-
served.! The spin-majority bulk band at 0.4 eV binding en-
ergy of the strained Gd film continues to have an unoccupied
counterpart, and the combined spin-polarized photoemission
and spin-polarized inverse photoemission indicate an ex-
change splitting of this bulk band of about 1 to 1.5 eV at G¯ .
The ‘‘corresponding’’ bulk bands in ‘‘unstrained’’ Gd~0001!
are located approximately 1.5 eV above the Fermi level,39 at
the zone center, and cross the Fermi level about halfway
across the zone in unstrained Gd. This shift, with expansive
strain, in the unoccupied bulk band binding energies at G¯ is
also illustrated in Fig. 2. The expansive strain induced the
binding-energy shift of some of the bulk bands @near the
Fermi level in strained Gd~0001!# and also appears to be
accompanied by a symmetry change from D5 ,D6 ~Ref. 43!
to D1 ,D2 (5dz22r2,6s) at G¯ .27 Accompanying the expansive
strain, there must be a substantial change in the band struc-
ture, elsewhere in the Brillouin zone, to both preserve charge
neutrality and correctly populate bands.
The shift to higher binding energies of the Gd surface
states ~majority and minority! under the influence of expan-
sive strain is in agreement44 with the strain-induced shifts of
the surface-state binding energy for Ag~111!.45 There, com-
pressive strain results in the upward shift of the sharp
Ag~111! surface state across the Fermi level, where it is cut
off by the Fermi function and undetectable with photoemis-
sion. In both example @Gd~0001! and Ag~111!#, the strained-
induced shift of the surface state~s! may be explained by the
phase accumulation model.46
One profound consequence of the expansive strain is the
change in the surface and bulk Curie temperatures. Using the
surface state and bulk band exchange splitting and polariza-
tion we have been able to estimate the surface and bulk Curie
temperatures. The thicker strained gadolinium ~0001! films
@approximately 40 ML of Gd on Mo~112!# exhibit an en-
hanced surface Curie temperature of 370625 K and bulk
Curie temperatures of 340620 K.47 These values are much
higher than the expected values for unstrained gadolinium
~0001! of TC
B5293 K and a TC
S ranging between 310 K ~Ref.
48! and 350 K.49 In fact, the strongly enhanced Curie tem-
peratures for expansively strained Gd~0001! are all the more
surprising in view of the fact that an enhanced surface Curie
temperature for the thinner films of Gd~0001! grown on
W~110! has been called into question.23,39,50 Nonetheless, the
change in the critical temperatures with expansive strain is
consistent51 with the decrease of the Curie temperature in
gadolinium with pressure.52
IV. WAVE-VECTOR-DEPENDENT EXCHANGE
SPLITTING
The spin-resolved temperature-dependent electronic struc-
ture of the valence band of strained Gd~0001! is illustrated in
Fig. 3, which shows valence-band spectra acquired at two
distinct electron wave vectors—the surface Brillouin zone
center, G¯ (k i50) ~right!, and near the zone edge M¯ (k i
FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the valence band of
strained Gd near the zone edge M¯ ~left panel! and at the zone center
G¯ ~right panel!. Spin-majority and spin-minority components are
indicated by (m) and (¹), respectively. The temperatures are indi-
cated as a function of the corresponding bulk Curie temperature.
The spin asymmetries for the low-temperature spectra are displayed
in the bottom of each panel. The spectra at M¯ were acquired for a
Gd film of 40-ML thickness with a corresponding bulk Curie tem-
perature of approximately 340 K, while the spectra at normal emis-
sion are taken for a 16-ML Gd film with a bulk Curie temperature
of approximately 270 K.
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50.96 Å21) ~left!. There are compelling differences in the
spin-resolved spectra for the two high symmetry points G¯
and M¯ .
For 40 ML of strained Gd~0001! grown on Mo~112!, the
Gd 5d bulk bands, at 1.8 eV below EF at the zone center
(G¯ ), are characterized by spin-majority and spin-minority
components with very similar binding energies and a spin
asymmetry of approximately 12% for T/TC
B50.56. This spin
asymmetry is comparable to the background polarization
~2.5–4.0 eV binding energy! as seen in the plotted valence-
band spin polarization on the bottom of Fig. 3. The uniform
polarization in the region of 2 eV binding energy at G¯ and
the negligible difference in binding energy between the two
spin components of the bulk band are indicative of a band
with very little exchange splitting and little spin-mixing
behavior.10,12 It is worth noting again that while the occupied
bulk bands at G¯ at 1.8 eV binding energy exhibit no more
ferromagnetic behavior than the background, the bulk bands
near the Fermi level exhibit substantial ferromagnetic behav-
ior and an exchange splitting of 1–1.5 eV at G¯ ~Fig. 2!.
In contrast, near M¯ the two nondegenerate Gd 5dxz ,yz or
5dx22y2 occupied bulk bands27 at binding energies of ap-
proximately 1.8 and 3.0 eV show a clear exchange splitting
of majority and minority subbands. For T/TCB50.48, the en-
ergy separation of the two spin components of both bulk
feature is approximately 0.27 eV. At M¯ these bands exhibit a
‘‘Stoner-like’’ collapse of the exchange splitting as is evi-
dent by the decrease of the exchange splitting with increas-
ing temperature ~Fig. 3, left panel!. The bulk bands of
strained Gd~0001! at M¯ are not purely Stoner-like in behav-
ior, as all four subbands expected with spin-mixing behavior,
can be readily identified for the bulk band at 3 eV binding
energy for T/TC
B50.48, as seen in Fig. 3.
Further evidence for wave-vector-dependent exchange
splitting is provided by emission angle-dependent spin-
resolved valence-band spectra of a 40-ML-thick strained Gd
film as shown in Fig. 4. The majority and minority subbands
of the valence band are plotted across the surface Brillouin
zone from G¯ to M¯ . It can be seen that the bulk bands at 1.8
eV below EF at G¯ disperse and split into two branches. Ac-
companying the dispersion of these occupied bulk bands of
D5 or D6 symmetry at G¯ with increasing wave vector, the
exchange splitting gradually increases, reflecting the transi-
tion from little or no exchange splitting at G¯ to the large
exchange splitting of the strained occupied Gd bulk bands
towards M¯ .
A spin-resolved experimental band structure from G¯ to
M¯ , constructed from the angle-dependent spin-resolved
valence-band spectra ~Fig. 4!, is presented in the right panel
of Fig. 5 for T/TC'0.5, while the spin-integrated band struc-
ture is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5. The spin-resolved
band structure confirms the increase in exchange splitting of
the Gd 5dxz ,yz , 6px ,y , or 5dx22y2 bulk bands with in-
creasing wave vector from less than 0.05 eV at G¯ to 0.27 eV
at M¯ . The actual change in exchange splitting across the
Brillouin zone has been plotted in Fig. 6. The spin-resolved
band-structure measurements ~Fig. 4! also reveal the exis-
tence of three subbands near the Fermi level, which cannot
be resolved in the spin-integrated band structure.27 The
FIG. 4. Spin-polarized emission angle-dependent valence-band
photoemission spectra for various points along the GSM high-
symmetry line. The spectra were acquired for a 40-ML-thick
strained Gd film at approximately 145 K. Spin-majority and spin-
minority components are indicated by (m) and (¹), respectively.
The bottom right panel displays the hexagonal surface Brillouin
zone of strained Gd.
FIG. 5. Spin-integrated ~left! and spin-resolved ~right! band
structure of a 40-ML-thick strained Gd film at approximately 145
K. The filled symbols indicate bands with bulk character while the
open symbols mark the binding-energy positions of states with sur-
face character. The spin-resolved band structure in the right panel
indicates majority (n) and minority (¹) bands. The hatched region
near the Fermi level indicates the limited resolution.
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region of background polarization is, however, greatest about
the zone center as seen in Fig. 7.
V. WAVE-VECTOR DEPENDENCE OF THE SURFACE-
STATE EXCHANGE SPLITTING
At the high symmetry points, the surface character of the
spin-majority band at 0.75 eV binding energy and the spin-
minority band at 0.2 eV binding energy (T/TC'0.5) is clear
~Figs. 3 and 4!. In the region of the zone about halfway along
GSM , the surface spin-minority band overlaps with the bulk
spin-majority band ~Figs. 4 and 5! and bulk character con-
tributes to the otherwise surface-sensitive band. We have
postulated that the lowered symmetry, in midzone, allows
hybridization of the surface state with the bulk majority
bands near the Fermi level. Due to the k-dependent hybrid-
ization of the surface and bulk electronic structure, the states
with considerable surface sensitivity resemble surface states
at both high symmetry points G¯ and M¯ but are more like a
surface resonance in the Brillouin-zone interior.27
The surface states/surface resonances of the strained
Gd~0001! disperse less than the bulk bands ~Figs. 4 and 5!
and are therefore far more localized than the bulk bands, as is
the case for unstrained Gd~0001!.12,14,41 The wave-vector-
dependent exchange splitting of the surface states/resonances
is different from the bulk and so is the magnetic behavior.
This is evident in the distinct wave-vector dependence of the
surface bulk band exchange splittings strained Gd~0001!
plotted and compared with the bulk band exchange splitting
in Fig. 6. The surface-state exchange splitting is large at the
Brillouin-zone center (Dex'0.45 eV) and at the Brillouin-
zone edge (Dex'0.57 eV), but develops a minimum of the
exchange splitting at the Brillouin-zone interior (Dex
'0.10 eV). The region in the Brillouin zone along GSM
where the exchange splitting is at minimum coincides with
the region where the surface spin-minority band overlaps
with the bulk spin-majority band. The postulated hybridiza-
tion of the surface state with the bulk majority bands near the
Fermi level results in greater bulk-like behavior in this re-
gion of the Brillouin zone. Due to the k-dependent hybrid-
ization of the surface and bulk electronic structure, the states
with considerable surface sensitivity resemble surface states
at both high symmetry points G¯ and M¯ but are more like a
surface resonance in the Brillouin-zone interior. The collapse
in the large exchange splitting of the surface-sensitive feature
can be attributed to the wave-vector-dependent change from
a surface state ~zone center and zone edge! to a surface reso-
nance ~zone interior!.27 The dip of the surface exchange
splitting is also reflected in the spin asymmetry, which re-
duces to 4% in the Brillouin-zone interior as compared to
10% at the zone center and 12% at the zone edge ~Fig. 6!.
Nonetheless, for the surface there is little difference between
the exchange splitting at the zone center and at the zone
edge.
Model calculations for surface states in a correlated local
moment film53 have shown that the surface states are ex-
pected to be strongest at G¯ and M¯ and weakest in zone center
~at best they could only be described as one contribution to a
bulk band!, as is observed in the experimental studies of
strained Gd~0001! described here. These model
calculations53 have resulted in surface-state band dispersion,
relative to a bulk band near the Fermi level, that are very
similar to the experimental results shown here. If the model
calculations can be compared to the experimental results de-
scribed here, this suggests that the hopping is either much
greater or much weaker in the surface, at the G¯ and M¯ points
within the Brillouin zone, than is the case for the bulk.
FIG. 6. The exchange splitting ~top! and spin asymmetry above
background ~bottom! of the surface ~open symbols! and bulk ~filled
symbols! spin subbands as a function of wave vector. Data are
shown for a strained 4-ML-thick (101¯2) thin film ~left! and a 40-
ML-thick ~right! strained ~0001! Gd film grown on Mo~112!. The
data points have been extracted from spin-polarized photoemission
spectra at 145 K. The Brillouin-zone symmetry points are indicated
at the top.
FIG. 7. Wave-vector dependence of the valence background po-
larization. The data points present the averaged background, inte-
grated over the entire valence-band region.
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VI. WAVE-VECTOR DEPENDENCE OF ULTRA-
THIN GADOLINIUM FILMS GROWN ON Mo112
Thin films of 3–20 ML of gadolinium grown on Mo~112!
adopt a structure similar to that of strained Gd(101¯2).27
These thinner films, as yet, cannot be grown with the flat
surface and crystalline order of the thicker 40 ML of strained
Gd~0001! on Mo~112!,54 but band structure is evident.27
The band structure of strained Gd(101¯2) is distinct from
that of strained Gd~0001!, which is manifested in the negli-
gible dispersion of the bulk bands ~1–2 eV below EF).27 The
exchange splitting of the bulk bands well below the Fermi
level27 of this thinner film ~with the rectangular Brillouin
indicated in Fig. 6! is small throughout the surface Brillouin
zone and exceeds the experimental resolution of 0.05 eV
only near the zone edge Y¯ 9 (Dex'0.07 eV), as seen in Fig.
8 for a 4-ML-thick film. This is summarized in Fig. 6. There
is also no significant polarization ~above background! in the
region of the Gd bulk bands for any wave vector. The ex-
change splitting of the surface state of the Gd(101I 2) films is
of the order of 0.25 eV ~for T/TC'0.8) with little variation
for different wave vectors. This exchange splitting of the
surface state must be taken as only an estimate in the absence
of spin-polarized inverse photoemission and may be greater
if the minority component straddles the Fermi level. The spin
polarization in the region of the surface-sensitive states ap-
proaches approximately 17% ~above background!.
At G¯ , the exchange splitting and polarization behavior of
the occupied bulk bands, away from the Fermi level is simi-
lar for both thin, 3–10 ML, the thicker, 40 ML, gadolinium
films grown on Mo~112!. As we have already noted, at zone
center, the exchange splitting of the 5dxz ,yz , 6px ,y , or
5dx22y2 bulk bands is negligible, for either strained
Gd~0001! @40 ML of Gd on Mo~112!#. This is also seen for
strained Gd(101¯2).
VII. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE EXCHANGE
SPLITTING
The temperature dependence of the occupied spin sub-
bands of strained Gd~0001!, as shown in Fig. 3, is summa-
rized in Fig. 9, excluding the bulk bands close to the Fermi
level. Figures 9~b! and 9~c! present the occupied subband
binding energies at M¯ and G¯ , respectively, while Fig. 9~a!
summarizes the exchange splitting of surface and bulk occu-
pied bands and these high symmetry points. At M¯ the ex-
change split majority and minority components of both bulk
and surface merge nearly symmetrically with increasing tem-
perature. At the bulk Curie temperature @T/TC(bulk)51 or
about 340620 K] the bulk spin subbands overlap, but the
surface majority and minority states are still exchange split
by approximately 0.1 eV, accompanied by some persistent
spin asymmetry in the region of the surface state, indicative
of an enhanced surface Curie temperature (370625 K). For
the G¯ high symmetry point the surface is characterized by an
exchange splitting that decreases with increasing temperature
FIG. 8. Emission angle-dependent spin-polarized photoemission
spectra of a 4-ML gadolinium film on Mo~112! at 145 K. These
spectra of the ‘‘strained Gd~101¯2!’’ thin film exhibit little bulk band
exchange splitting, the features at higher binding energies ~see text!. FIG. 9. ~a! The temperature-dependent exchange splitting for
the surface ~filled symbols! and the bulk ~open symbols! at G¯
~boxes! and M¯ ~circles!. The temperature-dependent spin-resolved
binding energies are displayed in ~b! and ~c! for wave vectors cor-
responding to M¯ and G¯ of the surface Brillouin zone, respectively.
The different symbols indicate majority (n) and minority (¹)
bands, as well as bands with bulk character ~open symbols! and
states of surface character ~filled symbols!.
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unlike the bulk band at 1.8 eV binding energy, which does
not exhibit any significant exchange splitting throughout the
mapped temperature region. Figure 9~a! displays the
temperature-dependent exchange splitting of the Gd
5dxz ,yz , 6px ,y , or 5dx22y2 bulk bands and the
5dz22r2, 6s surface state for two wave vectors correspond-
ing to the high symmetry points M¯ and G¯ . As we have noted,
the bulk bands do not exhibit an observable exchange split-
ting at G¯ but have substantial temperature-dependent ex-
change character at M¯ .
The surface exhibits ‘‘Stoner-like’’ collapsing band be-
havior with exchange splitting energies about twice as large
as compared to the largest bulk exchange splitting (M¯ ).
Given the large electron localization indicated by the ab-
sence of surface-sensitive band dispersion, we suggest that in
addition to the very large exchange splitting of the surface
state, the surface electronic structure also exhibits some spin-
mixing behavior. The data are consistent with this postulate,
as indicated by a concomitant loss in spin asymmetry of the
spin-majority surface state ~Fig. 3! with some indications of
all four expected subbands at M¯ of both the surface state and
the occupied bulk bands at about 3 eV binding energy ~Figs.
3 and 4!. The large exchange splitting of the surface state
~particularly at G¯ ) and Stoner-like exchange splitting col-
lapse do not exclude spin-mixing behavior in the surface
state and this may vary with wave vector. An admixture of
spin-mixing and Stoner-like magnetism in the surface layer
and at least some of the bulk bands is postulated and this
admixture is clearest at M¯ . Such a mixture of spin-mixing
behavior and Stoner-like ferromagnetism has been demon-
strated for the Gd~0001! surface state for gadolinium grown
on W~110! ~Refs. 12 and 42! and this behavior is also ob-
served in itinerant moment magnetic systems, such as Fe.55
VIII. LONG-RANGE VERSUS SHORT-RANGE
MAGNETIC ORDER
The wave-vector-dependent exchange splitting is pro-
found for the occupied D5 ,D6 symmetry ~or 5dxz ,yz , 6px ,y ,
or 5dx22y2 character! strained Gd bulk bands. The large fer-
romagnetic exchange splitting of these bulk bands ~well be-
low the Fermi level! at the zone edge (M¯ ) reflects the domi-
nant role of short-range magnetic order on these occupied
D5 ,D6 symmetry ~or 5dxz ,yz , 6px ,y , or 5dx22y2) bulk
bands for strained Gd~0001!. The absence of exchange split-
ting and polarization, above background for the bulk bands
at 1.5–2 eV binding energy for both the strained Gd(101¯2)
thin films and the strained Gd~0001! thicker films at G¯ , re-
sults in these bulk bands resembling the background or para-
magnetic bands in close contact with a ferromagnet. This
behavior of these bulk bands, at zone center, is similar to the
polarization of the Cu 3d bands observed in the 2–3-ML
Cu/Co system.56 We suggest that this bulk band at 1.8 eV
binding energy has little ferromagnetic character at G¯ in
strained Gd~0001! and reflects that these bulk bands ~away
from the Fermi level! are insensitive or contribute little to the
ferromagnetic long-range order ~which corresponds to the
zone center of the Brillouin zone of G¯ ). These bulk bands,
resembling a polarized paramagnetic band at G¯ , gradually
transform to ferromagnetic bands at M¯ with the characteris-
tic temperature-dependent exchange splitting where the in-
fluence of short-range magnetic order on these bulk bands is
greatest. This is in contrast to the bulk bands of unstrained
Gd~0001!, which exhibit significant ‘‘Stoner-like’’ exchange
splitting at G¯ .25
By comparison, the existence of the occupied spin-
majority bulk band state of D1 ,D2 symmetry of 6s , 6pz ,
or 5d3r22z2 character close to the Fermi level for strained
Gd~0001!, across much of the Brillouin zone, will do much
to increase the spin-majority population, at the expense of
spin minority. This latter bulk band straddles the Fermi level
with the spin-majority weight observed to be, at least largely,
occupied, while the spin-minority weight is largely unoccu-
pied at G¯ ~Fig. 2!. The effect of the increase in the spin-
majority density, particularly so close to the Fermi level,
may be a significant factor in increasing the Curie tempera-
ture of strained gadolinium grown on Mo~112! as compared
to the unstrained gadolinium. The increase in localization
must lead to a greater overlap of the 5d/6s orbitals with the
4 f . The concomitant increase in 5d/6s polarization more
than overcomes the decrease in coupling due to the loss in
itinerancy, judging by the increase in the Curie temperature
with expansive strain.
From the MOKE hysteresis loop ~Fig. 1!, strained gado-
linium is patently ferromagnetic and this ferromagnetism is
reflected in the fact that the bulk bands closer to the Fermi
level exhibit a substantial exchange splitting at zone center
~Fig. 2!. This polarization of the bulk bands near and above
the Fermi level also demonstrates that there is, indeed, long-
range ferromagnetic order. This long-range magnetic order is
also reflected in the fact that the background polarization is
greatest at the Brillouin-zone center (G¯ ), as seen in Fig. 7.
Gadolinium is a local moment system and, unlike Fe, Co, or
Ni, the origin of the large moment in Gd is the 4 f 7 shallow
core level. Coupling occurs through itinerant 5d ,6s valence
electrons, polarized by the 4 f moment. From the data pre-
sented here, short- and long-range ferromagnetic order does
not influence the surface bands and the various bulk bands of
strained Gd~0001! in an identical fashion. The various bands
must contribute to the long-range ferromagnetic coupling
differently.
There is little difference in the surface-state exchange
splitting for strained Gd~0001! between the Brillouin-zone
center and the zone edge. The importance of short-range or-
der may, nonetheless, affect the spin-polarized band structure
of the surface state as well. The admixture of spin-mixing
behavior and Stoner-like ferromagnetism is most clear at M¯ .
This phenomenon is, perhaps, more expected. The influence
of short-range order is anticipated to be greater as one ap-
proaches the Curie temperature.
Both the dispersion and the variations in the exchange
splitting with wave vector for strained Gd~0001! on Mo~112!
resemble the spin-polarized band structure of the rare-earth
pnictides.21 In the rare-earth pnictides, the wave function can
shift in weight from pnictide p or s to rare-earth d with
increasing wave vector.21 This shift in spectral weight with
wave vector can alter the exchange splitting because, as has
been noted for the gadolinium oxide,57 the chalcogen or
pnictide atoms in the lattice have less moment. In the el-
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emental local moment system, such a dramatic shift in the
wave-function weight is more difficult to accomplish. For
strained gadolinium bands of D1 ,D2 symmetry, both 5dz22r2
and 6s rectangular representations contribute but with bands
of D5 ,D6 , as is the case for the occupied bulk bands at 1.8
eV binding energy, there is no admixture of the 6s rectan-
gular representation to the band though an influence on
wave-vector-dependent exchange splitting from an admix-
ture of px ,py is possible. It is these latter bands of D5 ,D6
symmetry that exhibit such pronounced wave-vector depen-
dence of the exchange splitting. Thus, regardless of the de-
tails of origin, the variation in exchange splitting with wave
vector must indeed be an effect of band structure.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
To our knowledge, the spin-polarized photoemission re-
sults from strained thin films of Gd provide the first direct
experimental evidence for wave-vector-dependent exchange
splitting in a local moment system. This work establishes the
principle that electron localization and hybridization with lo-
cal 4 f moments are wave-vector dependent and reflected in
the magnetic behavior. The implications are extremely im-
portant and fundamental to the understanding of magnetism.
Since the Stoner exchange splitting can ~in some sense! be
related to the correlation energy U ,58 a more realistic picture
of the band structure ought to include wave-vector-
dependent exchange and correlation energies, i.e., U
5U(k). This work represents one of the few ~if any! com-
bined spin-polarized photoemission and spin-polarized in-
verse photoemission studies undertaken on a single system.
As is clear from this work, to fully assess the relationship
of electronic structure on the magnetic properties of an el-
emental system, the combination of spin-polarized photo-
emission and spin-polarized inverse photoemission is par-
ticularly valuable.
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